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Cuffed tracheal tubes are used to prevent loss of tidal volume during 
positive pressure ventilation, minimise pulmonary aspiration of 
gastric and oral secretions, facilitate respiratory monitoring and, in the 
paediatric population, reduce the need for repeated laryngoscopy due to 
incorrect tube size.[1-3] 

These goals are achieved by appropriate cuff inflation. Cuff pressure 
(CP) should be >25  cmH2O to prevent aspiration and <30  cmH2O 
to avoid damage to surrounding structures.[4,5] Obstruction to blood 
flow occurs when CP exceeds capillary perfusion pressure, resulting 
in ischaemia of the tracheal mucosa. Blood flow is impeded at CP 
≥30  cmH2O in normotensive adult patients, with total obstruction of 
flow occurring at CP ≥50  cmH2O.[5] No paediatric studies have been 
performed to assess capillary perfusion pressure or the CP at which 
tracheal capillary blood flow is impeded. The extent of damage from 
increased CP is related to the absolute pressure exerted by the cuff and 

the duration of this pressure (mucosal damage is noted to occur within 
15 minutes of exposure to high pressures), with a greater contribution 
being from the absolute pressure.[5,6] Injuries from high CP range from 
mucosal ulceration to tracheo-oesophageal fistula.[6,7] Low CPs are also 
associated with risks, including the development of ventilator-associated 
pneumonia secondary to aspiration and compromised ventilation 
resulting from loss of positive pressure.[1,8] 

Internationally accepted consensus guidelines for optimal CP range 
and frequency of measurement are lacking.[9] A local nursing guideline 
suggests a CP range of 25  -  30  cmH2O.[10] The 2015 American Heart 
Association Pediatric Advanced Life Support guidelines recommend 
using the manufacturer’s specification for appropriate CP in children 
<9 years and suggest a reference range of 20 - 25 cmH2O.[11]

CP should be measured using a manometer or pressure transducer, 
as techniques such as digital palpation and the minimal leak technique 
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performed in isolation have been shown, in both adult and paediatric 
studies, to result in a CP outside the recommended range.[12-14] A 
survey on the minimal occlusion volume technique showed variation in 
technique, which may reduce efficacy.[15] If pressures above 30 cmH2O 
are required to achieve an adequate seal, the tracheal tube is likely to be 
too small and replacement is recommended.[16] 

Ideally, pressures should be monitored continuously using pressure 
transducers and be adjusted accordingly.[17-19] This method of CP 
measurement was validated by Sole et al.[20] and has been shown to 
be superior to intermittent measurement to maintain CP within the 
recommended range in both adult and paediatric patients.[19-21] This 
may allow for rapid adjustments to prevent time-dependent pressure 
complications such as mucosal injury.[6] 

Modern tracheal tubes, which are made from foam rubber or 
are fitted with pressure-relief valves or safety balloons, may provide 
alternatives to prevent complications.[6,22] In the developing world, where 
limited resources may preclude the use of such tubes, the alternative 
is measuring CP intermittently (preferably every 6 hours).[17] A South 
African (SA) nursing guideline suggests that CP should be measured 
once per shift (every 12 hours), which translates to twice daily.[10] 
According to recommended standards, this would be an acceptable 
minimum to achieve an adequate seal by adjusting the pressure yet 
maintaining the pressure within the recommended safety limits.[10,23]

Numerous studies have shown that CP monitoring is poorly 
implemented and that pressures are consequently often higher than 
recommended[23-25] or that measurements are not routinely performed.[26,27] 
To avoid complications of overinflation, CP needs to be monitored using 
objective measures and documented regularly and routinely.[10,23,28,29] This 
requires staff awareness regarding care of cuffed tubes. Both local and 
international studies highlight the lack of awareness and misconceptions 
regarding endotracheal tube CP among staff in certain intensive care 
units (ICUs).[28,30] Even in centres where awareness is high, there appears 
to be considerable heterogeneity regarding optimal target pressures and 
frequency of monitoring.[9,18] 

Given the lack of standardisation in CP measurement, we investigated 
the current practices related to the monitoring of endotracheal or 
tracheostomy tube CP in our ICU. 

Methods
Study design
A prospective cross-sectional chart review and interventional study of 
CP measurement and adjustment was undertaken at the main ICU of 
the Chris Hani Baragwanath Academic Hospital (CHBAH), SA. This 
multidisciplinary unit caters for both adult and paediatric patients. 
The study period spanned 50 consecutive days (12 June - 31 July 
2017). All patients who had a cuffed tracheal tube in situ for ≥24 hours 
were included; patients whose cuffs were deflated intentionally were 
excluded. The unit of measurement was patient days and therefore 
multiple readings were obtained from the same patient. 

Ethical approval was obtained from the University of the 
Witwatersrand’s Human Research Ethics Committee (ref. no. M160473). 
Informed consent and assent, as applicable, were obtained, initially from 
the next of kin and then also from the patient upon extubation and being 
competent to do so. 

Data collection
The following information was collected from the chart review: 
demographic data; diagnostic categories; presence of an endotracheal or 
a tracheostomy tube; frequency of nurse-documented CP measurement. 

All data were recorded on a collection form and subsequently captured 
electronically.

Equipment and study procedure
The interventional arm of the study involved CP measurement by the 
investigator using an aneroid manometer called a hand-pressure gauge 
(Covidien, Germany). The same make and model of manometer was 
used by the ICU staff. The unit of measurement was centimetres of water 
(cmH2O). The manometer was fitted with a pressure gauge, a bulb for 
inflation, a button for deflation and tubing to connect the manometer to 
the bulb of the tube’s cuff. It was precalibrated and used according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions, as also employed by the ICU staff. 

The investigator checked CP once per 24-hour period, correcting the 
pressure if outside the recommended range. 

Paediatric patients were divided into two age groups (<9 years and ≥9 
years) owing to differences in recommended CP ranges. The range used 
for the purpose of the study was 25 - 30 cmH2O for patients ≥9 years 
and 20 - 25 cmH2O for patients <9 years.[10,11] All data were anonymised 
prior to analysis.

Methods for nursing survey
A voluntary, anonymous questionnaire was distributed among the full 
professional nursing complement present in the ICU over a 2-week 
period. The number of nursing staff available for participation during 
the study period was estimated at 96. An 80% response rate for 
completion of the questionnaires was predicted and the anticipated 
sample size was therefore 76. The questionnaire was administered 
four times, once to each group of nurses (divided according to 
their shifts). Questionnaires were collected at the end of each shift 
to minimise bias. Consent was implied by return of a completed 
questionnaire. The nursing questionnaire collected information on 
demographics, education regarding CP monitoring, current practice 
and basic knowledge regarding CP. Respondents were asked to place the 
completed questionnaire in a sealed box in the nurses’ tearoom before 
the end of the shift. 

The main outcome was to assess the frequency of CP measurements as 
documented by nurses and their knowledge of CP monitoring. To assess 
study-related bias, frequency of CP measurement in the first half of the 
study period was compared with that in the second half. We assessed the 
proportions of normal, low and high CPs as a secondary outcome.

Statistical analysis
A sample size of 400 patient days (across adult and paediatric patients) 
was calculated based on a 95% confidence level, an expected proportion 
of 50% and a 5% precision level.[31] Data analysis was performed 
using Statistica (version 13) (StatSoft, USA). Descriptive analysis of 
the categorical data involved frequency and percentage tabulation 
and was illustrated as bar charts. Continuous variables were assessed 
for normality and described using means and standard deviations (if 
deemed normally distributed) or medians and minimum/maximum 
value (for non-parametric data). A Mann-Whitney U test was used to 
compare independent medians. A chi-squared test was used to compare 
percentages. A Spearman’s correlation coefficient was used to assess 
correlation. A p-value <0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results
Chart review and cuff pressure measurements
We screened 167 patients, of which 54 adult and 9 paediatric patients 
met the inclusion criteria. One adult and one paediatric patient were 
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subsequently excluded as they refused consent. The final analysis 
therefore included 53 adult and 8 paediatric patients, from whom a total 
of 304 charts were reviewed (Fig. 1). Demographic data of the sample 
are provided in Table 1.  

The chart review revealed 264 (87%) charts reflecting no nurse-
documented CP measurements (Fig. 2). Although 19 charts had more 
than one reading per day, further analysis showed that only 12 charts 
(4%) reflected a nurse-documented CP measurement at least once per 
12-hour shift, as suggested by guidelines.

Investigator-recorded CP measurements showed 83% (252/304) of 
pressures to be outside of the recommended ranges and consequently 
required adjustment (Fig. 3). 

As shown in Table 2, there was no significant difference between the 
percentage of nurse-documented CP measurements during the first half 
of the study (days 1 - 25) and the second half (days 26 - 50) (p=0.28). 
There was also no correlation (Spearman) between the frequency of 
nurse-documented CP measurements and study stage (r=0.01). 

No significant difference in frequency of nurse-documented CP 
measurements was found when data were analysed according to 
tube type (6% and 8% for endotracheal and tracheostomy tubes, 
respectively; p=0.72). There was also no significant difference between 
the number of investigator-measured pressures found to be outside of 
the recommended range when analysed according to tube type (81% 
and 90% for endotracheal and tracheostomy tubes, respectively; p=0.12).

Total number of patients,
N=167

105 adult patients 
were screened

62 paediatric patients 
were screened

51 excluded

54 met inclusion 
criteria

1 refused consent

53 excluded

53 included

251 adult charts
 included for review†

9 met inclusion criteria

1 refused consent

8 included*

<9 years
15 paediatric charts 
included for review†

≥9 years
38 paediatric charts 
included for review†

Fig. 1. Flow diagram illustrating sample selection. 
*The paediatric group is divided according to age (<9 years and ≥9 years) owing to differences in the recommended cuff pressure ranges (the same range is used for 
adults and patients ≥9 years). 
†Number of charts obtained from included patients.

Table 1. Demographic data of the adult and paediatric patient groups

All
Adult patients
(≥18 years)

Paediatric patients
<9 years* 9 - 17 years

Patients, n (%) 61 (100) 53 (87) 4 (7) 4 (7)
Charts, n 304 251 15 38
Age (years), mean (SD) 39 (17.4) 43 (14) 4 (2.6) 16 (1.3)
Weight (kg), mean (SD) 72 (21) 77 (15.5) 18 (7.1) 55 (4.7)
Sex, male (%) 61 53 5 3
Diagnostic category, n

Trauma 26 24 2 0
Medical 20 16 1 3
Surgical 13 11 1 1
Other† 2 2 0 0

*Recommended cuff pressure range: 20 - 25 cmH2O
†This category included one orthopaedic and one obstetric patient.
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Nursing questionnaire
The overall response rate was 51% (38/75). As questions were analysed 
individually, the total counts used in the subanalyses of individual 
questions may be less than 38 in some cases. All respondents were 
professional nurses and 92% (35/38) were certified for critical care. 
Only one respondent was not a permanent staff member. The mean 
(and associated standard deviation) for ICU experience was 14.8 (8.6) 
years, based on a total of 30 responses (eight respondents did not state 
the extent of their ICU experience). The majority of these respondents 
(87%; 26/30) had ≥5 years’ ICU experience.

Approximately three-quarters (76%; 29/38) of the respondents had 
training in CP monitoring. Knowledge of existing CP monitoring 
guidelines was reported in 62% of the responses (23/37). Only 53% 
respondents (20/38) reported routinely measuring CPs. Approximately 
a third of the respondents (34%; 13/38) did not respond to the question 
regarding the frequency of their CP measurements, whereas 48% (18/38) 
reported measuring CP at least twice a day, 8% (3/38) reported measuring 
once a day and 10% (4/38) reported measuring at their own discretion.

In response to the question regarding the method used for CP 
measurement, 93% of respondents (25/27) indicated the use of a 
manometer; 11 respondents did not answer the question. The CP range 
(25  -  30 cmH2O) stated by the local nursing guideline was correctly 
reported by 68% of the respondents (26/38), although only 7 respondents 
knew the correct unit of measurement. Almost all of the respondents 
(95%; 35/37) were aware of complications of a low CP. Displacement 
or dislodgement of the tube was reported as a complication by 60% 
of respondents (22/37). Two respondents did not answer the question 
regarding complications of high CP. Those who did respond were all 
(36/36) aware of the complications of high CP.   

Discussion
It is important to maintain CP within the recommended range to 
prevent patient morbidity and mortality.[1,6,8,29,32] Our data indicate very 
few CP measurements within the recommended range. This places the 
majority of our patients (in both the adult and paediatric groups) at risk 
for preventable complications, regardless of type of tube. Similar low 
rates of CP measurements were found in a survey conducted in Cape 
Town, SA, and also in an international study, which may be a reflection 
of the lack of international consensus guidelines for CP measurement.[27,33]

The first arm of the study involved a chart review to assess the 
frequency of nurses’ CP measurements over a 24-hour period. The 
review showed that CP had not been documented in the majority of 
cases (87%). Of the 40 charts on which pressures were indicated, only 
19 showed measurements recorded twice or more during a 24-hour 
period, as required by local guidelines. However, as the national nursing 
guideline recommends one reading per shift, we further analysed 
these charts and found that in patients with multiple readings, only 
12 (4%) had readings recorded at least once per shift. The remaining 
7 charts showed multiple readings in one 12-hour period but none in 
the other. A Polish study found that CP was not measured routinely in 
their controlled units.[27] Similarly, a study conducted in Cape Town, 
SA, showed CP measurements performed twice daily in only 15% of 
patients, with CP monitors being used in only 38% of their patients.[33] 
Of note in our study is that nurses documented the CP they set rather 
than what they measured, so the number of abnormal readings found by 
nurses could not be determined.

The interventional arm of the study involved investigator-recorded 
CP checks for every chart review per patient to determine whether 
the CP was within an acceptable range.[10,11] Only 17% of the recorded 
pressures were within the accepted range; the majority (59%) were 
too low. However, when the reference range cited in international 
studies (20  -  30  cmH2O) was used,[9,34] the number of investigator-
checked pressure readings within an acceptable range improved to 
36%. Unfortunately an acceptable range for CP has yet to be validated 
and hence heterogeneity exists in the reported values. Some studies 
stated only an upper limit of pressure, commonly 30 cmH2O.[28,30] Our 
findings highlight the importance of regular CP measurements, as 83% 
of readings being outside the target range means that 83% of patients 
were at risk for complications from abnormal CP. The finding of 
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Fig. 2. Frequency of cuff pressure measurements documented by nurses on 
patient chart per day. As the same pressure range is recommended for adults 
and patients ≥9 years, results are divided accordingly. 
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Fig. 3. Results of cuff pressure control checks performed by investigator. As the 
same pressure range is recommended for adults and patients ≥9 years, results 
are divided accordingly.

Table 2. Cuff pressure measurements documented by nurses 
over the 50-day study period
Stage of study Yes, n (%) No, n (%) p-value*
Stage 1 (day 1 - day 25) 25 (15) 141 (85) 0.28
Stage 2 (day 26 - day 50) 15 (11) 123 (89)
*As calculated from c2-test.
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predominantly low pressures was not unexpected, as CP decreases over 
time and can be noted from as early as 4 hours post inflation.[35] 

As CP measurement is performed largely by the nursing staff, it is 
imperative that they have a working knowledge of CP monitoring. 
With this in mind, a nursing questionnaire was administered to the 
nursing staff of our ICU. The response rate was only 51%, which may 
be a reflection of the poor CP measurement practice observed in the 
first part of the study. In view of the poor response rate, findings are 
not representative of the ICU staff at large. Despite this limitation, the 
findings provide some insights and are therefore described. A third 
of respondents were not aware of guidelines related to CP monitoring 
and almost half reported that they did not document CP routinely. 
Two-thirds of respondents reported the misconception that the cuff 
of an endotracheal tube serves to keep the tube in place and cited tube 
dislodgement as a complication of low CP. Mol et al.[30] reported a similar 
misconception from their study. The overall awareness of complications 
due to abnormal CP was high (>90%). A survey performed at a 
Flemish conference in 2014 revealed a similar response profile to what 
we observed in our study: although 80% of respondents had ICU 
qualifications and 50% had >10 years’ experience, 66% did not know 
the CP range despite a large number of respondents being aware of the 
complications of abnormal CP.[34] This implies a knowledge gap and, in 
addition, a gap between knowledge and application in respondents who 
do have some knowledge. This has been well described in the nursing 
fraternity.[36,37] We postulate a lack of unit-specific, evidence-based 
guidelines on tracheal tube care, a lack of resources (insufficient number 
of manometers) and poor access to necessary equipment (manometers 
not at the bedside) as possible reasons for the current practice. A survey 
performed in ICUs in Australia and New Zealand showed that of the 92 
ICUs surveyed, only 34 (37%) had formalised written protocols on cuff 
management, resulting in variable practice.[38] Only 76% of respondents 
in our study reported having been trained on CP measurement, 
which may represent another barrier to consistent practice. Although 
formulating and implementing an evidence-based guideline for our 
ICU may raise awareness regarding CP measurement, studies have 
shown that without ongoing educational programmes to improve 
knowledge, implementing protocols or guidelines is insufficient for 
reducing complications.[31] Findings of a Malawian study that reviewed 
the practical effect of implementing a CP management guideline 
showed that nurses acknowledged the existence of the guideline post 
implementation but some seldom used it and a notable percentage of 
nurses continued to use varying and non-recommended practices of CP 
measurement.[39] 

Study limitations
Limitations of this study included a poor response rate in the nurses’ 
survey, which means that the information gained was not representative 
of the nursing workforce. Piloting or validating the questionnaire prior 
to use may have added to the value of the results obtained. Although 
the study period was extended to 50 days (from the initially planned 
30 days), the calculated sample size for a precision level of 5% was not 
reached owing to lower-than-predicted bed occupancy and intubation 
rates during the study period. Given the trend of the results over 
time, it appears unlikely that an additional 96 measurements would 
make a meaningful change to the outcomes. Although this reduced 
the precision of the study, the results still yield useful insights into 
current practice in our unit and provide a basis for instituting change. 
Although concern was raised about the investigator’s performing CP 
measurements resulting in a change in practice and so introducing 

bias as the study progressed, we did not find an association between the 
frequency of nurse-documented CP measurements and study stage.
Ours is the first study in SA to combine analysis of CP monitoring 
practice with a nursing survey. We have shown that despite nursing staff ’s 
knowledge of the potential harm of abnormal CP, care is still suboptimal, 
which may be reflective of ineffective implementation processes. 

Conclusion
Despite basic knowledge of CP measurement, awareness of the 
complications of abnormal CP and national best practice guidelines 
being available, these measures did not translate into appropriate ICU 
practice. Research into effective implementation strategies to achieve 
best practice is much needed. 
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